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Warn Industries Releases New Line of
Fender Flares for Late Model Pickups
Clackamas, OR (9/5/18) – Warn Industries is excited to debut a new lineup of premium fender
flares for late-model pickup trucks. Introducing WARN 4X Fender Flares.
Precision molded from durable multi-layer ABS Senosan® plastic and wearing two coats of OEM-grade
satin black paint for excellent UV protection (yet are fully paintable for a custom look), these
innovative flares have a perfect fit and compliment the vehicle's original styling and lines. The flares'
aerodynamics stop rocks and road debris from chipping the paint. Plus, there's extra protection
thanks to the integrated "anti-splash" mud flap.
WARN® 4X Fender Flares feature patented Super Bolt® technology. The flares adhere directly to any
smooth surface and provide a mechanical fixation to the body eliminating vibration and paint
damage. Plus, there's no drilling required*. Additionally, the rubber edge trim is pre-installed from
the factory, eliminating the often frustrating and time-consuming task many aftermarket fender flares
require. This means less time spent working on the truck and more time behind the wheel.
Current applications include:
2018+ Ford F150
2015-2017 Ford F150
2017+ Ford F250 and F350
2014–2018 Chevrolet Silverado 1500 (standard, short, and long bed applications)
2016 Chevrolet Colorado (short and long bed applications)
2016+ GMC Sierra (standard, short, and long bed applications)
2013–2018 Ram 1500
2014–2018 Toyota Tundra
2016+ Toyota Tacoma

With an aerodynamic shape, easy installation, and a precise fit, WARN 4X Fender Flares will add style
and paint protection to late-model pickups.
*Drill-free on all applications except P/N 102020

About Warn Industries
Warn Industries is the world’s most recognized brand in off-road products such as hub locks and
vehicle recovery winches. The company designs, manufactures and markets a full line of off-road
equipment and accessories that enhance the performance of four-wheel-drive and powersport
vehicles. Warn Industries is headquartered near Portland, OR.
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